
1) I am asked to create a logo for a new project Victerra is 
working on called “Victerra Sta�ng.”

(This entire project has been remote-graphic design. We discuss ideas/expectations/deadlines through 
phone conversations, and I send the graphics over email.) This shows what we have discussed and accom-

plished over the past three weeks.

I ask these questions:
What is the purpose of this new site? What makes it unique/new?
     A: This site helps non-pro�ts �nd employees. It doesn’t just �ll a position; it’s about �nding the RIGHT person 
for the job. It’s more about the individual.
Do you have any imagery in mind? Are there any symbols or sayings that represent this idea for you?
     A: I like the idea of a puzzle piece, the “missing piece” to your business. I’m imagining something clean, 
maybe silver, maybe a gradient. We may use the logo in a video in the future, so keep that in mind--something 
that can move around, be animated.

This is a visual walk-through of my 
recent design work for Victerra

I ask for this information:
In a basic sense, can you think of any adjectives that describe how you’d like the site to feel? 
     A: I’d like the site to compliment the logo, clean, simple, bold, something having to do with “strategy” 
maybe?
Any visuals or vague ideas that represent your idea?
     A: Maybe a puzzle? I like the idea of strategy, but also succeeding. About the business, but really, about 
the individual. Individual accomplishment and recognition, I like this picture of people scaling a moun-
tain, I like the idea, but I want simple graphics. I don’t want a photograph. 

I make a few designs that combine 
these ideas:
*I also suggest that a gradient might 
make the logo look dated--but 
provide him with an example.

My boss, Justin, decides he likes this logo:

but also really likes this: 

I think both images work well together and 
suggest using both--one as the main logo but 
keeping the other in mind when creating 
imagery for the site, video, or any other visual 
opportunities. We decide the suitcase image 
should be the main logo.

2) I am now asked to create imagery for the background of 
the website. 

3) I create background designs for the website.

I’m not quite sure what he has in mind, so 
I make a few mock up designs/visuals 
going in various directions & ask for feed-
back. 

Feedback:   He likes the puzzle piece designs (especially the “missing” piece idea. BUT wants “harder edges” “more 
geometric” “sleeker.” He says he wants something weightier, maybe “thicker lines?” Wants something “stronger, bolder.”

I ask further about “bolder”--mentioning how complimentary/contrasting colors can represent boldness (but I don’t think this is 
what he is asking for). I ask about color scheme: “Are you thinking blues/silvers? Cooler colors?” Justin says he wants cooler 
colors, and I �nd that by “bolder” he means “gradients, sleek, powerful.” 

He also likes something about the perspective designs--I suggest that maybe it relates to his attraction to the mountain photo. 

I take the logo and task bar from the 
site and start with those elements in 
my blank canvas. This is good for two 
reasons:
1) It helps me to keep the big picture 
in mind when creating this design. It 
must work with the layout.
2) Justin can get a good feel for what 
these designs will look like as a 
�nished product.

Justin is very pleased with these designs. He has decided he ‘s interested in a background com-
bining two of these ideas--the shadow and the missing puzzle piece (maybe blue, maybe white). 
That’s where we’re at in this process! Hopefully this gave you a good idea of how I interact with a 
client and determine what visuals I create in response to another’s idea and vision.


